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BACKGROUND

On 2June 2014, the Minister for Finance and Acting Assistant Treasurer, Senator the Hon Mathias
Cormann, referred terms of reference for an inquiry to the House of Representatives Standing Committee
on Tax and Revenue (the Committee). On 4June 2014, the Committee adopted the inquiry, which was to
inquire into and report on disputes between taxpayers and the Australian Taxation Office (ATO).

The Terms of Reference for the tax disputes inquiry caUed for the Committee to have particular regard to
(i) collecting revenues due; (ii) fair treatment and respect of taxpayers; (iii) effiaenqr, effectiveness and
transparency, from the perspective of both taxpayers and the ATO; and, (iv) how the ATO supports the
outcomes of efficiency, effectiveness and transparency through the use and publication of performance
information. The Committee was to examine these issues through a number of themes including small
business, large business, high wealth individuals, and individuals generally. The Terms of Reference also
noted that the Inspector-General of Taxation (IGT) may be available to undertake aspects of the Inquiry if
requested by the Committee.

On 11 June 2014, the Committee requested the IGT to undertake a review into the large business and
high wealth individual (HWI) themes of the Inquiry. The IGTs report, The Management of Tax Disputes, was
released by the Assistant Treasurer on 27 February 2015.

The IGT's report recommended (i) that the Government consider legislation to create a separate Appeals
Group within the ATO, which would be headed by a new and dedicated Second Commissioner,
responsible for managing tax disputes for all taxpayers; and (u) establishing a framework for developmen
of communications protocols between the Appeals Group and other areas of the ATO to ensure that the
Appeals Group is, and is seen to be, independent m its dispute resolution function.

\Vhen releasing the IGT's report, the Assistant Treasurer noted that the Recommendation of the
Inspector-General as well as those of the Tax and Revenue Committee would be considered by the
Government on conclusion of its Inquiry,

The Committee tabled its report on 26 March 2015.

The Committee's recommendations can be divided into those for Government, which involve policy
considerations and would normally require legislation, and those for the ATO, which do not involve
policy considerations and can be implemented by the ATO as part of the Commissioner's administration
of taxation legislation. Recommendation 2, however, includes both a recommendation for legislation and
for changes to ATO administrative practices.

The Committee's report makes 15 tecommendadons specifically for the Australian Taxation Office
(ATO) and five for the Government. The complete list of recommendations is at Attachment 1.

SUMMARY OF GOVERNMENT RESPONSE

The Government thanks the Committee for the work it has done in producing this report on an
important issue.

The Government notes that the Commissioner of Taxation has s tafcutory independence to administer,
through the ATO, the principal Australian government taxation legislation. Consequently, how the ATO
responds to its recommendations is a mat-tet for the Commissioner of Taxation.
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However, the Assistant Treasurer, after consulting with the ATO, recognised that the work of the
Committee could be best advanced if the ATO's response is included as an attachment to the
Government's response so that they can be read together. The ATO response is at Attachment 2.

The Government notes that m general, many issues arising fa-om the administration of taxation law may
be addressed either by amending the law or by implementing administrative remedies such as Improving
guidance. For the Government, an administrative approach to the issues identified by the Committee has
flexibility and timeliness advances .nd does not multiply the volume of taxation legislation, wUch is
difficult, time consuming .nd resource intensive to amend. An admmistrarive appro.ch, Uke legislation, IS

also subject .0 o^ight and .e^, both v. ...riny ,gen.e. such ,s the Inspec.o.-Gene.l of Taxation,
the Auditor-General, the Administtadve Appeals Tribunal (AAT), the courts, and also the scrutiny of
Parliament and its committees.

The Government's detailed response to the Committee's recommendadons to Government i is set out
below.

RESPONSE TO COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS TO GOVERNMENT

Recommendation 2

The Committee tecommends that the Government amend the tax laws and the Australian
Taxation Office consider other administtative means by which interest charges would not act as

leverage against a taxpayer during a tax dispute.

The Government partly supports Recommendation 2, It views a legislative response as excessive,
embedding rules that would limit the flexibility of the Commissioner to remit interest charges after
considering all the circumstances of each case. The power to remit the General Interest Charge in a.

manner that is fair and equitable to taxpayers currently Ues with the Commissioner. Exercise of discretion
subject to oversight enables a balance to be stcuck between the important function of interest charges m
providing an incentive for taxpayer compliance and the requirement that taxpayers be treated fairly and
sensftively during disputes. However, the issue has been raised and the ATO will work with Treasury to
explore possible changes that could reassure the community about the fair application of interest charges.
Recommendation 7

The Committee recommends that the Government introduce legislation to place the burden of
proof on the Australian Taxation Office in relation to allegations of fraud and evasion after a

certain period has elapsed. The change should be hatmonised with the record keeping
requirements. These periods could be extended, subject to concerns of regulatory costs on
business and individuals.

The Government does not support this tecommencton, The Committee Report identifies a conflict
between allocation of the burden of proof and the record-keepmg requirement. of tax legislation. In the
absence of records, it may be difficult for a taxpayer to ptove innocence from allegations of tax fraud or

tax evasion. The Government underst.nds that the Commissioner of Taxation is already committed to a

range of administrative remedies to address this issue.

The question of whether -fraud- or -evasion- exists >s alrc.dy adequately de.ltwith m fax-related Urigarion,
as may be seen from the relatively small number of reported cases on this question. In effect, the AAT
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and Federal Court currently consider whether the ATO position on this question is sustainable on the
evidence before them. Apart from review of such claims, a shift in the burden of proof to the ATO after
a cettain period has elapsed would be counter-productive and encourage sham behaviout by taxpayecs
associated with fraud and evasion. It would also unnecessarily complicate the tax-related Urigadon process
and unduly confuse concurrent collection processes for cases involving potential 'fraud' or 'evasion'. The
existing record-keeping requirements are oper^tionaUy simple and align with the noffnaL period of review
for most taxpayers.

Recommendation 8

The Committee recommends that the Government introduce legislation to require )udicial
approval for the Commissioner of Taxation to issue a departure prohibition order.

The Govefcnment does not support this recommendation. A legislative approach tequiring judicial review
before Departute Prohibition Orders (DPOs) can be issued is not appropriate. The additional legislation
would reduce the effectiveness of DPOs by reducing their timeliness. Adoption of dlls recommendation
\vould also put tax administration out of step with agencies that make greater use ofDPOs, such as the
Department of Human Services. DFOs afe not commonly used by the ATO, and are managed at a senior
level and subject to regular revie'w both -within the ATO and by external scrutiny agencies.

Recommendation 11

The Committee tecommends that the Government review the Small Taxation Claims Tribunal

and determine whether it should continue. If so, there should be a one-off increase to the $5,000
limit to take account of inflation since 1997 and at system inttoduced so the threshold increases
incrementally in future to keep pace with inflation.

The Government notes that this recommendation has been overtaken by events with the passage of the
Tribunals A-malgctmation Act2015^ which provided for the SmaU Taxation Claims Tribunal to be subsumed
within the Admimstrative Appeals Tribunal from 1 July 2015.

Recommendation 20

The Committee recommends that the Government establish a new position of Second
Commissioner - Appeals, reporting to the Commissioner of Taxation to head up the new Appeals
area within the Australian Taxation Office.

The Government does not support a legislative approach to the issue of separation of the taxation appeals
area of the ATO from the compliance area of the ATO. The ATO has akeady effectively separated
assessment and review by establishing a Review and Disputes Resolution area with jcesponsibility for all
objections;, litigation. Independent Review, alternate dispute resoluti.on and in-house facilitation that
operates independently and reports directly to a Second Commissioner who is sepajrate from the
Compliance area that is headed by another Second Commissioner. As a consequence there is now no need
for legislative separation.
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ATTACHMENT 1 - Full list of recommendations by the Tax and Revenue Committee

Perfonnance measunment and nporting

Recommendation 1

The Committee recommends that the Australian Taxation Office review its performance reporting
measures and:

develop a measureablc key performance indicator of taxpayer perceptions of fairness in tax.

disputes;
that this key performance indicator be monitored and reviewed by the Australian Taxation Office.

executive on a regular basis (at least half-yearly); and
that the outcomes against such a key performance indicator be reported In the Australian.

Taxation Office Annual Report

The legal framework

Recommendation 2

The Committee recommends that the Government amend the tax laws and the Australian Taxation

Office consider othet administrative means by -which interest charges would not act as leverage against a
taxpayer during a tax dispute.

Recommendation 3

The Committee recommends that the Australian Taxation Office amend its internal and external guidance
so that It remits interest where:

the Australian Taxation Office takes longer than the 60 days available to it to finalise an objectionN

and the taxpayer has acted in good faith; and
the Australian Taxation Office changes arguments after assessments have been made (such as.

dueing an objection or litigation).

Recommendation 4

The Committee reconunends that the Australian Taxation Office amend its internal guidance so that
findings or suspicion of fraud or evasion can only be made by an officer from the Senior Executive
Service.

Recommendation 5

The Committee recommends that the Australian Taxation Office only make allegations of fraud against
taxpayers when. evidence of fraud de-a.dy exists.

Recommendation 6

The Committee recommends the Australian Taxation Office should ensufe that aUegations of fraud or
evasion are addtessed as soon as practicable in an audit or review,
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Recommendation 7

The Committee recommends that the Government introduce legislation to pkce the burden of proof on

the Australian Taxation Office in relation to aUegations of fraud and evasion after a certain period has
ekpsed. He change should be harmonised with the record keepmg requirements. Ttee periods could be
extended, subject to concerns of regulatory costs on business and individuals.

Recommendation 8

The Committee recommends that the Government introduce legislation to require judicial approval fot
the Commissioner of Taxation to issue a departure prohibition order.

Recommendation 9

The Committee tecommends the AustraUan Taxation Office better engage with taxpayers prior to
Urigarioo so^that they^e aw.re of what the model litigant rules require: and do not requue; of the
Australian Taxation Office.

Recommendation 10

The Committee recommends the Australian Taxation Office approach the Austtalian Government
Solicitor to determine if they can provide advice and assistance to the AustraUan Taxation Office in terms

of best practice in complying with the model litigant rules.

Recommendation 11

The Committee recommends that the Government review the Small Taxation Claims Tribunal and
determine whether it should continue, If so, there should be a one-off increase to the $5,000 limit to take
account of inflation since 1997 and a system introduced so the threshold increases i incrementaUy in future
to keep pace with inflation.

Readiness to engage

Recommendation 12

The Committee recommends that the AustraUan Taxation Office implement recommendation 3.5.2 from
the Inspecto.Generars report on alternative dispute tesoMon for ,11 taxpayers (i.e. consldenng whether
to engage in direct conferences with taxpayers at multiple points in a dispute).
Recommendation 13

The Committee recommends that the Australian Taxation Office give more consideration to taxpayers
when making information requests, with priority given to:

setting dmeframes in practice statements, with a minimum of 28 days for aU requests;.

N giving taxpayers the opporL-unity to seek an extended timeframe upon receipt of a request; and
giving reasons for an information request, typically based on a risk hypothesis..
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Recommendation 14

The Committee recommends the AustraUan Taxation Office introduce . tmge system for disputes so

!h-T..ear!y!n^ dlspute: matters can be escalated to ATO staff suffidendy seniot or with the appropriate
technical skms to tesolve the dispute quickly and effectively. Such decisions should consider taxpayer
faurness, among other criteria.

Other administrative matters

Recommendation 15

The Committee recommends that, as much as practicable, the Australian Taxation Office should give
taxpayers written notice of issues and topics to be raised in section 264 interviews.

Recommendation 16

The Committee recommends that the Australian Taxation Office invite the Commonwealth Ombudsman
to advise on improving its compensation processes, including compensation Uability and amounts.
The governance framework

Recommendation 17

The Committee recommends that the Australian Taxation Office ensure that the mformation passed
between an auditor and an objection officer surrounding a dispute only consist of the factual case

doc_, ,nd ^ ^ conclu.on p^ed . .he ." An,.^ au^ co^en^ on ^e
dispute should remain with the audit team.

Recommendation 18

The Committee recommends that the AustraUan Taxation Office develop protocols to ensure that an

individual Tax Counsel Network officer only be allowed to provide advice or contribute to the provision
of advice at the audit or objection stage of a dispute.

Recommendation 19

The Committee recommends that the Australian Taxation Office estabUsh a separate Appeals area:

under theleadersUp of a new Second Commissioner-Appeals to cany out the objecrion and.

litigation function for aU cases;

establish and publicly articulate dear protocols tegardmg communication between Appeal officers.

and compliance officers, including a general prohibition against ex parte communication, save

where all pardes are informed of, and consent to, such communication taking place; and
empower the appeals function to independently assess and detemune whether matters should be.

settled, .litigated or otherwise resolved (for example, Alternative Dispute Resolution).
Recommendation 20

The Committee recommends th.t the Government establish a new position of Second Commissioner -
Appeals, reporting to the Commissioner of Taxation to head up the new Appeals area within the
Australian Taxation Office.
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ATTACHMENT 2 - ATO RESPONSE TO TAX DISPUTE INQUIRY
RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendation 1

The Committee recommends that the Australian Taxation Office review its performance
reporting measures and:

Develop a measureable key petfotttiatice indicator of taxpayer petceptions of fairness in.

tax disputes;

That this key perfotmance indicator be monitored and reviewed by the Austtalian.

Taxation Office executive on a regular basis (at least half-yearly); and
That the outcomes against such a key performance indicator be tepocted in the Australian.

Taxation Office Annual Report.

A focus area of 'resolving disputes' has been included m the ATO's Corporate Plan 2015-19, as well as a
new corporate key performance indicator from 2015-16 about disputes fairness.

In early 2015 the ATO commenced quarterly surveys of a sample of small business and individual
taxpayers in dispute \vith the ATO, measuring perceptions of fairness in their dealings with the ATO. The
survey results will inform the ATO's progress against the new corporate key performance indictor noted
above.

Survey results indicate the Importance of the effective and ongoing engagement with the taxpayer during
the dispute process and ensuring the disputes process is independent and free from bias.

Recommendation 2

The Committee recommends that the Government amend the tax laws and the Australian

Taxation Office consider other administrative means by which interest charges would not act as
leverage against a taxpayer dutitig a tax dispute.

Although this recommendation is a matter for Government, the ATO will work with Treasuiy to explore
possible administrative and / or legislative changes that could reassure the community about the falr
application of interest chacges and to consider ho'w our application of interest charges could be more in
line with contemporary practices and community expectations. The ATO's agreement to
recommendation 3 is evidence of our commitment to fairness and improved a.dministca.tion for taxpayers.

Recommendation 3

The Committee recommends that the Australian Taxation Office amend its internal and external

guidance so that it temits intetest where:

The Australia Taxation Office takes longer than the 60 days available to it to finalise an.

objection and the taxpayer has acted in good faith; and
The Australia Taxation Office changes arguments after assessments have been made.

(such as during an objection or litigation).
9
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The ATO Is currently considering this recommendation and is looking at how to best accommodate any
required changes within its existing Law Administration Practice Statements and other guidelines.

Recommendation 4

The Committee tecommetids that the Australian Taxation Office amend its internal guidan ce so

that findings of suspicion of fraud or evasion can only be made by an officer from the Senior
Executive Service.

The ATO is currently reviewing is existing guidance material and working through how best to provide
further clarity for its staff about the responsibilities and necessary considerations for an allegation or

finding of fraud or evasion.

Recommendation 5

The Committee tecommends that the Australian Taxation Office only make aUegations of fraud
*

against taxpayers when evidence of fraud clearly exists.

The ATO is currently teviewing its existing guidance material and working through how best to reinforce
th. ..sage fo. s.ff and . ^ ^^ be^een ^e s^rion o^^ envies, . opposed to
making allegations of fraud and / or evasion.

Recommendation 6

The Committee tecommends the Austrian Taxation Office should ensure that allegations of
fraud or evasion are addressed as soon as practicable in an audit ot review.

The ATO is currently reviewing its existing guidance mateml and working through how best to reinfor ce

th. .ess^e fo. s.ff and to bette. d^sh be^een the ^n of^ng en^es, . opposed to
making allegations of fraud and / or evasion.

Recommendation 7

The Committee recommends that the Government inttoduce legislation to place the burden of
proof on the Australian Taxation Office in relation to allegations of fraud and evasion after a

certain period has elapsed. The change should be harmonised with the record keeping
tequitements. These periods could be extended, subject to concerns of regulatory costs on

business and individuals.

WhUe this is a matter for Government, the ATO is aware of the reach and nature of the fraud and evasion

provisions and the perceptions this may generate for taxpayers if these provisions are viewed not to be
used fairly. The ATO docs not use these provisions lightly in its administration. The ATO will review its
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processes and guidance material to reinforce for staff messages about not unfairly relying on the burden of
proof and the absence of records beyond the required record-keeping periods.

Recommendation 8

The Committee recommends that the Govettiment introduce legislation to tequire fudicial
approval fot the Commissioner of Taxation to issue a departure prohibition otdet.

Contingent on the formal Government response to this recommendation, the ATO is not currendy taking
any action with respect to this recommendation.

Recommendation 9

The Committee recommends the Australian Taxation Office better engage with taxpayers prior
to litigation so that they ate aware of what the model litigant rules require, and do not require, of
the Australian Taxation Office.

The ATO has commenced discussion with the Attorney-General's Department in relation to this specific
tecommendation.

Recommendation 10

The Committee recommends the Australian Taxation Office apptoach the Australian
Government Solicitor to determine if they can ptovide advice and assistance to the Australian
Taxation Office in terms of best practice in complying with the model litigant rules.

The ATO has commenced discussions \dth the Attorney-General's Department in relation to this
specific recommendation.

Recommendation 11

The Committee recommends that the Government review the Small Taxation Claims Tribunal
and determine whether it should contitiue. If so, there should be a one-off increase to the $5,000
limit to take account of inflation since 1997 and a system introduced so the threshold i increases

mcrementally in future to keep pace with inflation.

The Tribunals Amalgamation Act 2015 which subsumes the Small Taxation Claims Tribunal into the
Administrative Appeals Tribunal took effect on 1 July 2015. The ATO has updated correspondence
issued to taxpayers to reflect this change.
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Recommendation 12

The Committee tecommends that the Australian Taxation Office implement recommendation
3.5.2 from the Inspector-General's tepott on alternative dispute resolution for all taxpayers (i.e.
considering whether to engage in ditect conferences with taxpayers at multiple points in a

dispute).

Since July 2013 the ATO has introduced a number ofmidatives and enh ancements to the way it manages
disputes, including:

Encourasng cariy and direct contact xnth taxpayers or theu advisors through the "pick up the.

phone" strategy.

The continued and increased use of alternate dispute resolution (ADR) processes earUer.
in a

^pute, using enhe. ex.e.n.1 ADR p.cuaon.s (.uch . fo^e. ,udges)-o. .dependent ATO ,n-
house facilitators, depending on the nature and scale of the dispute. In the 2014-15 year, 13 ADR
processes with external pracririoners were conducted (of which seven resolved the dispute) and
53 m-house facilitadon proce.ses were run (of which 35 fuUy resolved the dispute and five
pardaUy resolved the dispute). The ATO also p.rriapated m approximately 90 ADR process es

inidated by the courts and tribunals.

Recommendation 13

The Committee recommends that the Australian Taxation Office give more consideration to
taxpayers when making information request, with priority given to:

Setting time frames in practice statements, with a minimum of 28 days for all requests;.

Giving taxpayers the opportunity to seek an extended time frame upon receipt of.
a

request; and

Giving reasons for an infotmation request typically based on a risk hypothesis..

Contingent on any further direction being provided in the Government's response on this
recommendation, the ATO is not currently taking any action with respect to this recommendation.

Recommendation 14

The Committee tecommends the Australian Taxation Office inttoduce a triage system for
dispu^ so that, eariy in a dispute, ^.te. can be escalated to ATO s.aff sufficiently »

senior or

with the appropriate technical skills to resolve the dispute quickly and effectively. Such
decisions should consider taxpayer faitness, among other criteria.

Given that objections work has come together from a number of areas across the ATO into the Review
and Dispute Resolution Business line as from 1 July 2015, work has commenced to understand and
document all of the current processes for the management of disputes work. This work will progress to
considering opportunides for streamlining, consoUdating and improving in the way the ATO currently
manages disputes- this wiU extend to include any tnage system.

12
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Work is also underway to reconsider the ATO's overall strategic approach to litigation management,
Consideration is being given to how the right people can he brought onto the right case at the right time
at all stages of a dispute.

Recommendation 15

The Committee recommends that, as much as practicable, the Australian Taxation Office should
.

give taxpayers written notice of issues and topics to be raised in section 264 interviews.

Contingent on any further du-ecdon being provided m the Government's response on this
recommendation, the ATO is not currently taking any action with respect to this recommendation.

Recommendation 16

The Committee recommends that the Australian Taxation Office invite the Commonwealth
Ombudsman to advise on improving its compensation processes, including compensation
liability and amounts.

The ATO notes that the scrutineer role for compensation matters has now transferred from the
Ombudsman to the Inspector-General of Taxation (IGT).

The General Counsel area within the ATO has had meetings with the IGT to dis cuss our approach to
*

ro^pen!a §enelauy'2nd has been involved m a number of discussions about particularcases, The
ATO will continue to discuss our approach with the IGT both generaUy and in the context of individual
cases, as the relationship between the ATO and IGT develops.

Recommendation 17

The Committee recommends that the Australian Taxation Office ensure that the infotmation
passed between an auditot and an objection officer sunounding a dispute only consist of the
factual case documents, and the audit conclusion provided to the taxpaye. Any internal
auditor commentary on the dispute should remain with the audit te am.

Communication ^otocols governing the reladonshlp between compUance officers, objecuoa officers and
taxpayers and . Service Commitment for Resolving Disputes have been produced. The ATO expects
these protocols to evolve as a result of their application in the workplace and as practical exampl es arise

for resolution In putting together the Protocols and Semce Commitment, external tax profe.sionak
were consulted.
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Recommendation 18

The Committee tecommends that the Austrian Taxation Office develop protocols to ensure

that an individual Tax Counsel Network officer only be allowed to ptovide advice Of

contribute to the provision of advice at the audit or objection stage of a dispute.

Commumc,rion_Protocok govetnmg the relationship between compUance officers, objecrion officers and
taxpayers and , Service Commitment for ResoMng Disputes We been produced. The ATO expects
these protocols to evolve as , result of the. appUcaUon in the workplace and as pracric,! ex^ples .rise
for resolution. In putting together the Protocols and Service Commitment, external tax professional s
u'ere also consulted.

Tax Counsel Network officers will also be subject to these communication protocols. The protocols wiU
ensure that a Tax Counsel Network officer involved in any way at the audit stage m a matter will not then
be involved at the objection stage for the same matter.

Recommendation 19

The Committee recommends that the Australian Taxation Office establish a separate appeals
area:

un^er.the.lead[ership °^a n!w second cor"missioner- appeals to carry out the objection.

and litigation function for all cases;
Establish and publicly articulate the deaf protocols regarding communication between.

the Appeal officers and compliance officers, including a general prohibition against ex

paite communication, save where all patties are informed of, and consent to, such
communication taking place; and
Empower the appeals function to independently assess and determine whether matters.

should be settled, litigated ot otherwise resolved (for example. Alternative Dispute
Resolution).

Effective from 1 July 2015, the Review and Dispute Resolution (RDR) business line within the ATO
now has responsibility for all of the objection, independent review, alternate dispute resolution and
imgauon funcrion^of the ATO. TUs sarisfies the requn.ement fo, . separate and mdependent review

area within the ATO, which is organisationaUy distinct from the ATO ?s compliance functions.

To strengthen independence and transparency of disputes decision making, comprehensive
commumcadon proto^ ,nd _,n overt service comnutment now govern the engagement and ongomg
telarionship between RDR staff, ATO compUance of&cers and taxpayers. The'communicadon
protocols are based on prmapks of nabu.,1 jusrice and transparency, ensunng ,n .ny di.pute that
taxpayers are informed as to the ATO's approach and infomiation it holds upon which any decision i IS

made. The protocols and service commitment were drafted following extensive external and mternal
consultation.
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Recommendation 20

The Committee recommends that the Government establish a new position of Second
Commissionet - Appeals, repotting to the Commissioner of Taxation to head up the new Appeals
atea within the Austtalian Taxation Office.

Contingent on the formal Government response to this recommendation, the ATO is not currently taking
any action with respect to this recommendation.
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